Since 1937, Fire Magic® has been advancing the art of outdoor cooking. Fire Magic® barbecues are manufactured of 304 grade stainless steel. State-of-the-art laser and Heli-Arc precision technology are employed using 14 and 16 gauge, 304 grade, stainless steel in all structural components.

These barbecues are designed, constructed and internally regulated for versatility in cooking, low temperature slow cooking to high temperature searing. Regulator, stainless steel flex hose and conversion kit included at no additional charge.

- **304** grade stainless steel construction
- Most BTU's per square inch and greatest Temperature Range (200° - 1,400°)*
- Largest cooking area in the industry
- 21st Century styling
- Best and most comprehensive warranty
- Crafted with pride in the **USA**

*1,400° when using **FREE** optional Infrared Burner

All grills are Factory Tested and are delivered fully assembled!